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Summary
Two flat 12- by 72-in. Ren(_ 41 honeycomb sand-
wich panels were tested to produce combined ther-
mal and mechanical longitudinal stresses that simu-
late those that would occur in a larger, more complex
integral tank-and-fuselage structure of an Earth-to-
orbit vehicle. Elastic strains measured at temper-
atures below 400°F are compared with calculated
values obtained from a linear elastic finite-element
analysis to verify the analytical model and to es-
tablish confidence in the calculated strains. Elastic
strains measured at higher tenlperatures (between
about 600°F and 1400°F), where strain measure-
ment is more difficult and less certain, are also com-
pared with calculated strains. Agreement between
measured and calculated strains for the lower tem-
peratures is good, but agreement for the higher tem-
peratures is poor because of unreliable strain mea-
surements. Results from the tests of the first panel
indicate that an ascent-and-entry life of 500 cycles
is attainable under high combined thermal and me-
chanical elastic strains. The second panel supported
applied combined mechanical and thermal loads even
though tile inaximum compressive strain was more
than 2.3 times the tensile proportional limit strain,
1.4 times the tensile yield strain, and 0.88 times the
tensile ultimate strain.
Introduction
Studies of future reusable Space Transportation
Systems (STS's) considered both insulated and hot-
structure concepts (refs. 1 through 7). One such STS
study (refs. 6 and 7) employed the hot-structure, in-
tegral tank-and-fllselage concept shown in figure 1.
This vehicle concept combined the functions of pro-
pellant containment, cryogenic insulation, thermal
protection, and support of the vehicle thrust and
aerodynamic loads. Tile vehicle, which was designed
for 500 missions (500 ascents and 500 entries), used
a large wing planform area to achieve a low wing
loading. This design approach resulted in a longer,
higher altitude entry trajectory than that flown by
tile Space Shuttle orbiter, which has a relatively high
wing loading. This higher altitude trajectory re-
sulted in a maximum entry temperature over much
of the vehicle of about 1400°F, which is considerably
less than that experienced on tile Space Shuttle and
which is within the operating range for superalloy
materials such as Rend 41.
The construction of the proposed tank wall for
the hot-structure vehicle concept shown in figure 1
consists of a vacuum-sealed Rend 41 superalloy
honeycomb-core sandwich on the lower surface of the
vehicle. Although the superalloy material is used
on the higher temperature, windward, lower surface
of tile vehicle, vacuum-sealed Ti-6AI-4V honeycomb-
core sandwich is used on the cooler, leeward, upper
surface of tile vehicle to save weight. Tension struts
at each frame location carry internal pressure loads
in the noncircular section. During ascent, the in-
ner face sheet of the sandwich has a temperature of
-423°F due to exposure to liquid hydrogen (LH2)
cryogenic fuel, and the outer face sheet has a max-
imum temperature of 400°F due to exposure to the
ascent aerothermal environment. The difference in
temperatures of the face sheets during ascent can
produce large thermal stresses that nnlst be accom-
modated in the design. These thermal stresses are
reduced by the addition of longitudinal slots (fig. 1)
located in the outer face sheet of the lower surface of
the vehicle. A more detailed discussion of the vehicle
concept is given in references 6 through 8.
In the present study, two 12- by 72-in. panels were
tested to produce combined thermal and mechanical
longitudinal stresses that simulated those that would
occur in the larger, more complex integral tank-and-
fuselage structure shown in figure 1. The panels were
fabricated by The Boeing Aerospace Coinpany and
were tested at the Dryden Flight Research Facility.
This paper presents the results of the tests that
were conducted to (1) evaluate the structural be-
havior of two 12- by 72-in. Rend 41 honeycomb-
core sandwich panels designed to withstand the high,
combined thermal and mechanical elastic stresses
that could occur in an integral cryogenic tank-and-
fuselage structure during repeated ascent and entry
cycles; (2) explore the effect on panel strength and
behavior of increasing these stresses beyond the pro-
portional linfit; and (3) gain experience in the use of
strain gages in high- and low-temperature environ-
ments. Panel 1 was exposed to 500 mission (ascent
and entry) cycles, and panel 2 was exposed to 252 as-
cent cycles. Temperatures, strains, and deflections
were ineasured. Elastic strains, calculated with mea-
sured temperature as the thermal load, were com-
pared with measured strains. After exposure to the
cyclic tests, each panel was tested to failure by in-
crementally increasing the mechanical load while the
thermal load was held constant. Preliminary results
from this study are presented in reference 9.
Symbols and Abbreviations
DEF deflectometer
E modulus of elasticity, psi
G shear modulus, psi
h core height, in.
LH2
LN2
M
Pc
P_
SG
T
t
tc
tee
tel
t/
TC
W
x, y, z
Ot
E_
eA
E rrt
£p
Ey
(T
ap
liquid hydrogen
liquid nitrogen
moment, in-lbf
pitch of honeycomb core cell, in.
pitch of finite elements representing the
core, in.
strain gage
temperature, °F
time, sea
thickness of honeycomb core foil, in.
thickness of finite elements representing
the core, in.
thickness of finite elements representing
the face sheets, in.
thickness of face sheets, in.
thermocouple
deflection in z-direction, in.
panel coordinates in longitudinal, trans-
verse, and through-the-thickness direc-
tions, in.
in.
coefficient of thermal expansion, in--:W
strain associated with stress
apparent strain
measured strain
strain at proportional limit
yield strain
stress, psi
stress at proportional limit, psi
Test Philosophy
The test philosophy selected to introduce com-
bined thermal and mechanical loads into the 12-
by 72-in. Ren_ 41 honeycomb sandwich panels con-
sisted of the following: (1) immersing one face sheet
of a panel in LN2 to achieve a cryogenic tempera-
ture representative of that associated with LH2 pro-
pellant; (2) radiantly heating the other face sheet
to achieve temperatures representative of those pro-
duced by aerothermal heating during ascent or entry;
and (3) applying bending load to achieve mechani-
cal strain representative of that produced by internal
pressure and by aerodynamic and thrust loads. Liq-
uid nitrogen (LN2 at -320°F) was used in place of
2
the LH2 for safety reasons. The testing of the flat
panel, as illustrated in figure 2, was considered to
be representative of testing a complete section of an
integral tank-and-fuselage structure. The panel was
allowed to expand in the longitudinal direction be-
cause no external constraint against longitudinal ex-
pansion would exist on an integral tank-and-fuselage
structure. However, the representation was incom-
plete because the test panel was not a shell struc-
ture and therefore did not experience circumferential
mechanical loads. Nevertheless, the representation
was reasonably accurate in simulating the thermal
stresses in the integral tank-and-fuselage honeycomb
sandwich panel because the slots (fig. 1) in the outer
face sheet of the vehicle structure reduced the circum-
ferential thermal stresses to small values (see ref. 8)
and caused the behavior of the honeycomb sandwich
on the vehicle to approach that of a series of longitu-
dinal panels connected along their sides only by the
inner face sheet.
The representation was also incomplete because
no frames were welded to the test panel. If a frame
were welded to the inner face sheet, the inner face
sheet would be constrained to be straight in the
transverse direction along the frame, and the honey-
comb core at that joint would experience local fiat-
wise tension due to internal pressure and thermal
loads. However, in the test arrangement, the reac-
tion forces at the four simulated frame reaction sup-
ports (fig. 2) were in contact with the outer (hot)
face sheet of the panel. These reaction forces tended
to keep the panel straight in the transverse direction,
similar to the way frames constrain the vehicle sur-
face in the transverse direction. However, the test
arrangement induced local compression in the hon-
eycomb core rather than tension. (Subsequent to the
fabrication of these panels, improvements in the sta-
tus of welding technology for Ren_ 41 that are iden-
tified in reference 7 would allow frames to be welded
to the honeycomb face sheets.)
Test Panel Fabrication
Honeycomb-core sandwich panels were vacumn
brazed at 1975°F using Alloy Metals, Inc., 937 braz-
ing alloy. The cells of the honeycomb core were vac-
uum sealed. To increase strength, the panels were
aged at 1700°F in a vacuum for 1 hour and furnace
cooled. Reference 10 contains a detailed discussion
of the brazing process.
Panel X rays revealed that a face sheet was
poorly brazed to the core over an area approximately
6 by 10 in. near one end of each panel. The poor
braze resulted from a cool location within the braz-
ing furnace caused by a missing furnace element. To
avoidexpensiverepairs,eachpoorlybrazedareawas
reinforcedwith bolts that clampedthe facesheets
to thecore. Theserepairswereacceptablebecause
theendsof thepanelsweresubjectedto lowbending
stressesduringthetests.
Thedimensionsof thetwotestpanelsareshown
in figure3. Thedimensionsof thehoneycombsand-
wichshowninsectionA-Aweretypicalofthedimen-
sionsfor thevehicleconceptdescribedin reference7.
Facesheets,whichwerechemicallymilled,werenom-
inally0.020in. thick exceptat theregionsnearthe
reactionsupportsfor panel1, wherethe thickness
was0.025in. Thesethickerregionslocallyreduced
thestressinpanel1. Theslotsin theouterfacesheet
(fig. 3) weredesignedto be0.050in. wide(ref. 8),
but weremeasuredto be 0.041to 0.043in. wide.
The shortslotsin panel2 werepositionedto fur-
therreducethermalstress,in additionto thereduc-
tionachievedbythelongslotalongthepanelcenter.
Thecorrugatedhoneycombcorewasfabricatedfrom
0.0015-in-thickfoil into 3/16-in-squarecellsto pro-
duceacoresolidityof 1.5percentanda coredensity
of 7.8 lb/ft 3. Ren541 toolingcorethat wasused
aroundthe edgeof eachpanelduringbrazinginad-
vertentlyextendedintothestructuralareaofpanel2.
Trimmingof thiscoreforpanel2resultedin awidth
of 11.6in. insteadof 12.0in. Moredetailedinfor-
mationon the fabricationof the panelsis givenin
reference8.
Instrumentation
Panel 1
Locationsforthestraingagesonpanel1arelisted
in table I and shownin figure4. The sketchat
the top of the figureidentifiesthe locationsof the
appliedforces(arrows)andsupportreactions.All
straingageswereuniaxialgagesandwereoriented
on the panelin a longitudinal(x) directionexcept
forthosenumbered113and114,whichwereoriented
in the transverse(y) direction. Manyof thestrain
gageswereclusteredaroundthelocationx = 18 in.,
where the maxinmm strain occurs; however, strain
gages placed on the outer face sheet were located at
x = 19 in. to avoid a force-distribution pad that dis-
tributed the reaction force at x = 18 in. Strain gages
identified by numbers less than 1000 were Micro-
Measurements WK-06-250BG-350 foil gages, which
were bonded to the panel using an epoxy adhesive.
These gages have a maximum operating tempera-
ture of approximately 600°F. Strain gages numbered
1002, 1004, 1006, and 1008 were Ailtech SG 425 gages
and were located on the inner face sheet. These
gages, which were spot welded to the panel, have a
maximum operating temperature of approximately
1200°F. Data from these weldable gages were not
used when the gages were immersed in LN2 because
their responses were erratic. Strain gages 1001, 1003,
1005, and 1007 were Hitec capacitance strain gages
and were located on the outer face sheet. These
gages, which were also spot welded to the panel, have
a maximum operating temperature of approximately
1500°F.
All thermocouples were chromel-alumel (type K)
and were enclosed in stainless steel sheathing that
was sealed against moisture at each end where the
wires exited the sheathing. Each pair of thermocou-
ple wires was spot welded to the surface of the panel.
Thermocouple locations for panel 1 are presented in
table I and figure 5. Differential thermocouptes were
attached to each capacitance strain gage element;
thus, the measured strain could be adjusted to com-
pensate for the temperature differences between the
capacitance gage element and the surface to which it
was attached.
Out-of-plane deflections were measured on both
panels at the eight locations shown in figure 6.
Quartz rods were attached to the panels by hooking
the curved end of the rods through loops of stain-
less steel ribbon that were spot welded to the outer
face sheet of the panel. Each rod passed through a
bank of quartz heater lamps and was connected to a
spring-loaded, wire-wound, potentiometric displace-
ment transducer located in a cool location above the
lamps.
The different types of instrumentation and their
relative sizes are shown in figures 7 and 8. The strain
gage lead wires, which were generally separated to
avoid shielding the outer face sheet from radiation
from the quartz lamps, were routed as far from lamp
power wires as possible to reduce electrical noise on
the data. The bolts that reinforced the poorly brazed
area of the panel are visible in figure 8.
Panel 2
Deflection measurement, strain gage, and thermo-
couple locations for panel 2 were nearly identical to
those for panel 1. They are presented in table II
and in figures 6, 9, and 10. However, capacitance
strain gages were not used on panel 2 because it was
not exposed to high temperature (1400°F) entry cy-
cles. Strain gages numbered 150 and 151 were three-
element, 45 ° rosettes oriented as shown in figure 9.
The center strain gage of rosette 150 was located as
close as possible (0.080 in.) to the end of the short
slot in the outer face sheet.
3
Test Apparatus and Procedure
MechanicalLoads
Applicationof mechanicalloadwascontrolledby
tile electromechanical,c osed-loophydraulicsystem
describedin reference11. Mechanicalloadfrom a
loadactuatorwasappliedto thepanelwith tile dis-
tributionsystemillustratedschenlaticallyin figure11
andshownin thephotographin figure12. Tile ac-
tuator forcewasdistributedequally,by'a whifl-te-
tree arrangement,to the endsof four stiff beams
that traversedthe innerfacesheetof the panel.A
0.5-in-diameterrod wasweldedto the top of each
beam. Compressionforcesweretransmittedfrom
theserods to the inner facesheetof the panel
through 1.0-in-wide(1.5 ill. wide for panel2),
0.5-in-thicksteel force-distributionpads,eachof
whichwasgroovedalongits centersothat thepads
inaintainedalignmentwith therodsbut didnotcon-
strainpanelrotation.RigidizedFiberfraxinsulation
waslocatedbetweenthepadsandtilepanelto min-
inlizeconductiveheattransferfromthepanel.
Theforceswerereactedat four line-loadreaction
supports,eachwith a beam-rod-pad-insulationar-
rangementidenticalto that.for the appliedforces.
Theconlbinedeffectof the appliedforcesandreac-
tionforcesproducedabendingloadin tilepanel.The
levelof tile appliedmechanicalforceswascontrolled
to producehighelasticstrainsfor panel1andplastic
strainsfor panel2. Additionaldetailsof the design
and fabricationof the loadingsystemaregivenin
reference8.
Thermal Loads
Thedesiredt.emperaturehistoriesfor bothtileas-
centandtheentrycyclesfortile testpanelsareshown
in figure13. Thesetemperaturehistorieswerese-
lectedfrom thedesigntemperaturehistoriesfor the
vehiclestudiedin reference7. Tile thermallyinduced
momentcalculatedfor the honeycombsandwichill
the vehicleduringascentwas-20824 in-lbf. This
momentis basedon a modelwith framesequally
spacedat 30 in., a face-sheetthicknessof 0.020in.,
aninner-face-sheett mperatureof -423°F (thetem-
peratureof LH2),andanouter-face-sheett mpera-
tureof 400°F.Thesameface-sheettemperaturedif-
ff,rencefor thepanelin thetest configurationwould
haveinduceda thermalmomentat the innerreac-
tion supports(x = 18andx = 48 in fig. 4) that was
greater than that for the vehicle because the frame
reaction supports were not equally spaced at 30 in.
(ref. 8). Inner- and outer-face-sheet temperatures of
-320°F and 350°F, respectively, on the panel in tile
test arrangement will produce a thermal moment of
-20824 in-lbf between the inner reaction supports.
Because some nonuniformity in the temperature dis-
tribution was expected, the outer face sheet of each
test panel at the locations of the control thermo-
couples (the hottest locations) was heated to 400°F
so that a thernlal monlent equal to or greater than
that associated with the vehicle design of reference 7
would be produced.
The use of LN 2 ill place of LH2 had only a small
effect on the difference in thermal strains of the
face sheets, because the slope of the curve of ther-
mal strain versus temperature for Rend 41 (ref. 7)
at 400°F is about five times greater than it is at
-423°F. Consequently, the small increment of dif-
ferential thermal strain (about 200 microinches per
inch) not generated on the cold face sheet could have
been generated by increasing the hot-face-sheet tem-
perature by only 20°F. This temperature change was
small compared with measured variations in outer-
face-sheet temperatures.
Three high thermal stress conditions occur during
the thermal cycles (fig. 13). The first condition
occurs during the ascent, cycle at t = 120 sec when the
maximmn temperature of the outer face sheet reaches
400°F, and the temperature of the inner face sheet
remains at the cryogenic temperature. The second
condition occurs (luring the entry, cycle at t = 230 see
when the maximum entry temperature difference
between the outer and inner face sheets (200°F) is
reached. Tile third condition occurs during the entry
cycle at. t = 1490 sec when the maximum outer-
face-sheet temperature of 1400°F is reached. The
temperature of the inner face sheet was not controlled
during entry cycles.
Radiant heaters were used to produce the
elevated-temperature test cycles. Tile radiant heat-
ers (figs. 11, 12. and 14) were assembled from 1000-W
quartz lamps (with 10-in. filaments) and Cotronics
310 ceramic foam insulative reflectors. The lamps
were located on 0.875-in. centers and were supported
6.0 in. above the test panel. The ends of the quartz
lamps were installed in holes drilled through the sides
of the ceramic reflectors. The lamps in each of four
zones (figs. 5 and 10) were wired in parallel. The
temperature in each zone was controlled with a sin-
gle feedback t hermocouple (thermocouples numbered
501,502,503, and 504). Ceramic side reflectors were
attached around the periphery of the heater to re-
duce heat loss at the edges of the panel and to reduce
convective air currents. Results from initial tests in-
dicated the need to extend the side reflectors down
to a level even with the outer face sheet of the panel.
Additionally, ahmfinum tape was attached to the side
reflectors during the ascent cycles to increase surface
reflectance,anda 1.5-in-widestrip of Fiberfraxin-
sulationwassuspended4 in. abovetile longitudinal
centerlineof thepanelto partially'shiehttile center
of thepanelfromthequartzlamps.Thesemodifica-
tionsresultedill an increasedheatflux to tile edges
of the panelrelativeto tile centerlineof the panel
andtherebyimprovedtile uniformityof theheating.
Thecryogenictemperatureontheinnerfacesheet
during tire ascentcycleswasobtainedby partially
immersingtile test panelin the containerof LN2
(figs.11,12,and 15). The levelof LN2 wasman-
ually maintained.Ahmfinumadhesivetapeandce-
ramicfibrousinsulation(fig.15)wereplacedaround
the edgesof the panelsto preventthe coldliquid
fromcontactingthehoneycombcoreandto reduce
convectiveair currentsontileouterfacesheetof the
panel.Thealunfinumtapeprovidedanadequateseal
throughouteachseriesof ascentcycles.
CombinedLoads
Coml)inedthermaland mechanicalloadswere
applied quartzlampsheatedthe outerfacesheet,
LN2cooledtheinnerfacesheet(duringascentcycles
only),andthehydraulicactuatorandwhiffletreear-
rangementappliedbendingtothepanelsto obtainse-
lectedtotal strainlevels(ref.8). Typicalload,shear,
bendingmoment,slope,anddeflectiondiagramsfora
eoinbinedthermalandmechanicalloadingcondition
onthet)anelareshownill figure16.Forthisanalysis,
thepanelwasassumedt.obeasimplebeam.The(ti-
agramsfor mechanicallyappliedloadandthermally
appliedloadcanbesuperimposedto obtainthetotal
appliedload. A mechanicalf )reeof 980lbf wasap-
pliedatx = 9 and 30 in., and the teinperatures of the
outer and inner face sheets were 350°F and -320°F,
respectively. The shear and momeIlt diagrams for the
applied mechanical load (fig. 16(a)) an(t for the ther-
mally applied load (fig. 16(t7)) are shown separately
to illustrate the effects of tile thermal moment. The
moment of 18263 in-lbf at)plied at z = 0 in. (left
eohmm of fig. 16(t7)) was required to keep the panel
straight (no out-of-plane deflection) when the outer
and inner face sheets were at 350°F and -320°F, re-
spectively. The moment of -18 263 in-lbf applied at
x = 0 in. (right cohunn of fig. 16(b)) was the mechan-
ical equivalent of the thermal moment and allowed
the panel to be treated as a structure without tem-
perature effects. The upward and downward forces
of 1157 lbf are required to maintain zero deflection
at x = 0 and 18 in. Thus, deflection due to the
thermal load can be obtained by integrating twice
the nloinent distribution shown ill the right, column
of figure 16(b). Bending stress due to the thermal
load can be obtained by analysis from the sum of the
moment distrit)utions in the left and right colunms
of figure 16(b). The loading arrangement produced
the maximunl bending monlent (5.98 x 103 in-lt)f due
to mechanical load and 20 824 in-lbf due to thermal
load) at the internal reaction supports (x = 18 an(t
48 in.).
A typical application of the combined loads is
illustrated in figure 17. At the t)eginning of each test.
(lay, strain gages were balanced to read zero t)efor(_
mechanical and thermal test loads were applied. The
inechanical load was applied first and heht constant.
The thermal cyclic load was repeated until all test
cycles were conq)leted for a given day. The inner-
face-sheet temperature was held constant by the LN2
during the ascent cycles but was allowed to change
during the entry cycles. The outer face sheet of
the panels was heated to an initial temperature of
-162°F for ascent cycles and 90°F for entry cycles
at a rate of 0.5°F per secon(t to initiate controlled
heating at a low power level, after which temperature
rise rates were 4°F per second for the ascent cycles
and 3°F per second for tile entry cycles. Nitrogen
gas was used to convectively cool the t)anels at the
end of each entry cycle to reduce test time. The next
cycle was started when the face-sheet temperatures
cooled to at)out 300°F. The effect of this shortened
cycle on tire temperatures of the inner and outer face
sheets was negligible after the first 200 sec of each
entry cycle.
The sequence of panel tests is summarized in
table III. Panel 1 was exposed to both ascent and
entry cycles. Because the ascent cycles produced
higher ttmrmal stress levels, they were of greater
interest; thus. panel 2 was exposc(t only to ascent
cycles.
Panel 1 was exposed first to a mechanical load
cycle. Then a thermal stress cycle was applied sep-
arately, prior to exposure to combined loads. Tile
panel was next exposed to 500 ascent cycles and
500 entry cycles. Ascent and entry cycles were alter-
nated in groups of 1, 49, 50, 100, 100, and 200 cycles.
(See table III.) These test groups were employed as
a compromise between alternating ascent and entry
cycles on a one-to-one basis to best simulate real-
istic vehicle missions and minimizing test costs by
conducting 500 ascent cycles followed by 500 entry
cycles. After the 500 ascent and 500 entry cycles
were completed, ascent cycles 501 through 531 were
imposed on the panel with a higher level of mechani-
cal load than that used for previous cycles. This load
produced a higher, but still elastic, total strain level.
The panel was then intentionally failed on cycle 532
by increasing the mechanical load.
After initial separatemechanicalloadand ther-
mal stressteststhat weresimilar to thosefor the
ascentcycletestsonpanel1,panel2 wasexposedto
combined-loadascentcycles.Asthenumberof accu-
mulatedascentcyclesincreased,themechanicalload
wasincrementallyincreased.After cycle152,the
stressin thepanelexceededtheproportionallimit at
the reactionsupports.Additionalascentcycles(cy-
cles153through252)wereimposedonthepanelwith
incrementallyincreasingstrain levelsin the plastic
range(tableIII). Duringcycles253and254,theme-
chanicaloadwasincreasedto theloadlimit of the
loadingmechanismin anattemptto fail thepanel.
Data Reduction
All datawererecordedat a rate of onesample
persecondandsubsequentlyreducedto engineering
unitswith thedataacquisitionequipmentdescribed
in reference11.
Straingagedata from both the foil gagesand
theweldablegageswerecorrectedforapparentstrain
with thecurvesshownin figure18. Thecorrection
shownfor the foil gagesis anaverageof datafrom
fourgagesbondedto a Ren@41test specimen.The
correctionshownfor theweldablegagesis basedon
datafroma singlestraingageweldedto Ren_41.
Thecapacitance-typestraingagedid not require
correctionfor apparentstraindueto adifferencein
coefficientsof thermalexpansionbetweenthe panel
andthestraingagebecausethegagewasfabricated
from Ren@41. However,the outputof the strain
gagedidrequireacorrectionforthetemperaturedif-
ferencebetweenthestraingageelementandthetest
material. This correction,whichwasobtainedfor
temperaturedifferencesup to 50°F,wasnecessary
becausethestraingageelementwaslocatedabove
thetest specimenandwascloseto theradiantheat
source. During the tests, the temperaturediffer-
encewasdeterminedfroma thermocoupleattached
to eachstraingageelementanda thermocoupleat-
tachedto the testmaterialimmediatelyadjacento
eachgage.
Analysis
The finite-elementstructuralanalysiscomputer
programSPAR(ref.12)wasusedto calculatestrains
andstressesproducedby appliedmechanicalloads
andtemperaturedistributions.Theassociatedstruc-
tural modelis shownin figure19. Becauseof sym-
metry,only one-fourthof the panelwasincludedin
themodel.
The 250-nodefinite-elementmodelconsistedof
192quadrilateralmembranelements(SPARE41
6
elements) that represented the face sheets and
220 quadrilateral membrane elements, arranged in
the pattern of an egg carton, that represented the
honeycomb core. The material properties, taken
from reference 13, and the geometric properties for
the finite elements are given in table IV. Each el-
ement was assigned the material properties (listed
in table IV) that corresponded most closely to the
temperature of that element. The thicknesses of
the elements representing face sheets were equal to
the thicknesses of the face sheets. The through-the-
thickness extensional stiffness and the shear stiffness
of the core were determined based on the unit cross-
sectional thickness of the core. (See table IV.) Be-
cause the extensional stiffness of the corrugated core
in the plane of the panel was low, the in-plane exten-
sional stiffness of the core elements was arbitrarily
assumed to be 0.001 times the stiffness through the
thickness.
The panel was analyzed for applied loads asso-
ciated with both ascent and entry conditions. Re-
sults were obtained for cases that included mechan-
ical loads separately, thermal loads separately, and
combined mechanical and thermal loads.
The mechanical loads, which represent internal
pressure and tank and fuselage bending loads, were
applied to the panel at the locations identified in
figure 19. Concentrated forces were applied to the
model at each node along the line from node 22
to 30 and along the line from node 182 to 190. The
forces at the end nodes of each line were half those
at the internal nodes.
Temperatures obtained from measured data were
applied at the model node points. Because the nodes
were not coincident with the thermocouple locations,
temperatures at the nodes were determined by visu-
ally fairing the measured data. Because it is assumed
in the SPAR program that a stress-free state exists
at 0°F and because it was assumed in the tests that a
stress-free state existed at the initial test temperature
of approximately 90°F, the measured temperatures
were reduced by 90°F to obtain the nodal tempera-
tures used in the analyses. Measured temperatures
for the five analyzed cases are given in table V.
Boundary conditions representing symmetry were
applied on the edges of the model that correspond to
the panel centerlines, except hot-face-sheet nodes 1,
11, 21, ..., 241 were not constrained to prevent
transverse deflections or rotations about the longi-
tudinal axis. This exception simulated the effects of
the slot along the longitudinal centerline. Addition-
ally, deflections in the z-direction (out-of-plane) were
usually constrained at nodes 111 (the central node
directly abovenode112),113,115,117,119,241,
243,245,247,and249to simulateframereactions.
Becausetheseboundaryconditionsallowednoout-
of-planedeflectionalongtheir respectivetransverse
locations,they simulatedthe attachmentof stiff
framesto thepanel.Becauseframeswerenotwelded
to thepanelin thetestsetupandtransversebowing
wasallowedto occur,anothersetof boundarycon-
ditionswasusedto representa conditionwherethe
panelwasfreeto bowin thetransversedirectionat
the internalsupport(i.e.,nodes113,115,117,and
119).Forthissecondcase,thedeflectionsin thever-
tical directionwereconstrainedonly at nodes111,
241,243,245,247,and 249. All otherconstraints
werethesameasfor thefirst case.
Results and Discussion
General
Typical measuredtemperaturesand strainsre-
sultingfromexposureofthepanelsto thepreviously
describedascentand entry loadsareshownin fig-
ure20.Theresultsareshownfor locationsnearthe
reactionsupportat x = 18 in. As previously men-
tioned, x = 18 in. represents a vehicle frame location
where maximum longitudinal strains occur in the face
sheet. Results are shown in units of strain because
stresses that include biaxial effects cannot be deter-
mined accurately from a single strain gage. However,
measured strains are directly comparable with the
strains calculated from the finite-element analysis.
For the typical ascent cycle (cycle 81), the me-
chanical load caused compression in the outer face
sheet and tension in the inner face sheet at x = 19 in.
(See fig. 20(a).) The mechanical load was held con-
stant during the remainder of the test. After the LN2
contacted the inner face sheet and the inner-face-
sheet temperatures stabilized at -320°F, the heating
cycle was initiated. Heating of the outer face sheet
caused additional compression and tension to occur
in the outer and inner face sheets, respectively. These
additional thermally induced strains were large com-
pared with those resulting from the mechanical load
and LN2 cooling. Maximum strains occurred at the
time of maximum temperature difference, which co-
incided with the time of maximum outer-face-sheet
temperature. The temperatures and strains at this
time are presented for ascent cycles in subsequent
figures.
For the typical entry cycle (cycle 196), the me-
chanical load caused tension in the outer face sheet
and compression in the inner face sheet at x = 23 in.
(See fig. 20(b).) Tension occurred here as a result of
a permanent bow in the panel, which prevented com-
pression from occurring until the panel contacted the
reaction supports. The mechanical load, which was
held constant during the remainder of the test, was
less than that for the ascent cycle because the as-
sumption was that fuselage and tank structure would
be empty during entry. Although the entry cycle
temperatures were nmch higher than the ascent cy-
cle temperatures, the entry heating cycle produced
strains that were less than those for the ascent cycle
because the temperature difference between the outer
and inner face sheets of the sandwich structure was
less. The maximum strains associated with stress
again occurred at the time of maximum tempera-
ture difference. Since allowable stress decreases with
increasing temperature, results for entry cycles are
given in subsequent figures at both the time of max-
imum temperature difference and the time of maxi-
mum temperature.
Calculated deflections along the centerline
(y = 6 in.) are shown in figure 21(a) for a 1575-1bf
mechanical load applied at each load point and for
the ascent thermal load at a time of maxinmm tem-
perature difference between the outer and inner face
sheets. The solid lines represent results obtained
from the finite-element analysis, and the dashed lines
represent deflections obtained from classical beam
theory by integrating moment distribution curves.
The deflections due to thermal load calculated from
the finite-element analysis were obtained by using
temperatures measured during the "thermal-only"
ascent load cycle. Deflections obtained from the clas-
sical beam solution used uniform temperatures of
350°F on the outer face sheet and -320°F on the
inner face sheet. Boundary conditions imposed on
the finite-element model allowed no transverse bow-
ing along the reaction node points at x = 0 and 18 in.
The curves show the same trends. Results from beam
theory do not include biaxial effects and are based on
uniform face-sheet temperatures. Consequently, the
results from the finite-element analyses are consid-
ered more accurate.
Deflections calculated with the finite-element
analysis for the thermal-load-only ascent are com-
pared in figure 21(b) with measured deflections along
the location y = 8.6 in. Boundary conditions used
to obtain the solid line did not allow bowing in the
transverse direction at x = 18 in., but the boundary
conditions used to obtain the dashed line did allow
such bowing. The measured deflections generally fall
between results for the two boundary conditions.
Application of Apparent Strain Data
As previously mentioned in the section entitled
"Data Reduction," the output from the foil and
weldable strain gages was corrected for apparent
strainby,usingtile curvesshownill figure18. The
scatterill apparentstrainobtainedfi'omreference14
for eight foil gagesattachedto titanium and that
for sevenweldablestraingagesweldedto titanium
arecomparedin figure 22. The smallscatterin
the data for the foil straingagesindicatesthat a
highconsistencyexistedamongthesegagesandthat
theuseof a singleapparentstraincurvefor thefoil
gagesis justified.Thescatterfortheweldablestrain
gagesindicatesthat theapparentstrainvariedfrom
gageto gageby asmuchas400pin/in, andcould
varybyevengreateraInountsat temperaturesabove
900°F.Datafromreference15indicatethatscatterin
aptmrentstrainbetweenthegagesweldedto Rend41
canbeevengreaterthanthat fromreference14.To
eliminatethispotentiallylargeerror,thecorrection
forapparentstrainfor thewel(tM)legageshouldbe
determinedfor eachgage. Unfortunately,the tests
reportedhereinwerecompletedpriorto thetestsof
reference14.Consequently since all the strain data
presented herein froin the weldable strain gages were
corrected with the apparent strain front a single gage
(fig. 18), the data presented herein from wel(tabh_
gages cannot be considered to 1)e del)endable even
though it is consistent, often at)pears reasonable,
and may be accurate. Subsequent to these tests, a
procedure for determining the apparent strain for a
weldable strain gage prior to attaching the gage was
determiiwd. The procedure is given in reference 16.
Even though capacitance strain gages did not x'e-
quire correction for apparent strain, Dequent loss of
strain gage elenmnt thermoeouples prevented good
strain data from being obtained. Furthermore, be-
cause the capacitance strain gage elements were ex-
posed to radiation fl'om the quartz lamt)s and the
power to the lalnps fluctuated, the temperature dif-
ferences between the strain gage elelnents and the
material to which they were attached were ofl(m
much larger than the nominal 5(}°F for which the
strain gages could be accurately corrected. (Temper-
ature differences were as large as 200°F during the
entry cycles.) Consequently, the constantly changing
corrections to the output of the cat)acitanee strain
gages were often large with respect to the strain be-
ing measured and resulted in unrelial)le, erratic data.
Panel 1
Sin(:e it is not practical to present results from
each of the 532 ascent cycles and 500 entry cycles
for l)anel 1, only selected results are presented to
describe the typical response of the panel to the
applied comt)ined thermal and mechanical loads.
Typical temperature distributions. Temper-
ature distributions, such as those shown in figures 23
and 24, were generated by visually fairing data ob-
tained from thernlocouples. The grids shown ill
the figures identi(v tile nodal pattern for the finite-
element structural analyses. Tile open symbols on
the grid ret/resent thermocouple locations. The
ch)sed symbols represent "imaged" locations where
the temt)eratures were assumed to be those measured
at nearby t.hermocouple locations because the local
t.emperature (iistribution was assumed to be sym-
metrical about x = 18 in. The open symbols on
tile curves i(tentify the data obtained Kern thermo-
couples. The curves were faired through the mea-
sured data. Temperatures at the grid intersections
of the fidred curves were used as nodal input to the
structural analyses. Tile measured tenq)eratures are
presented in table V. As previously mentioned ill
the section entitled "Analysis," these temperatures
were reduced by 90°F before they were input to the
structural analyses to compensate fi)r tile stress-free-
temperature condition at 0°F required by the SPAR
program.
For all ascent cycles, the inner-face-sheet tem-
perature distribution was relatively uniform at ap-
proximately the t,emperature of LN2 (-a20°F). The
temperature distributions for the outer face sheet for
ascent cycles 1 and 500 were similar (fig. 23); both
showed cooler temperatures at :r = 18 in. due to
shading of the i)anel from the quartz lamt)s by the
reaction support t)eam. (See fig. 11.) Heat conduc-
tion to the reaction l)eam also may have contributed
to the cooler tomI)erature of the outer face sheet in
this region, even though the l)eanl was insulated from
the t)anel t,o minimize this effect. Comparison of fig-
ures 23(@ and 23(b) reveals the increase in unifor-
mity of the outer-face-sheet temperatures that wa_s
achieved by the modifications to the test setup dur-
ing the early series of tests. The maximum outer-
face-sheet temperature variation was at)out 300°F for
cycle 1 (fig. 23(a)). The modifications, which oc-
curred during the first. 135 cycles, reduced the outer-
face-sheet temperature variation to less than 200°F
(fig. 23(b)). The temperatures shown in figure 23(|))
were typical for tile ascent cycles after cycle 135.
Typical outer- and inner-face-sheet temt/erature
distributions that occurred during exposure to the
entry cycles are shown in figure 24. Sixlce LN2 was
not used to represent cryogenic propellant temper-
atures during entry cycles, the inner-face-sheet tem-
t)erature increased ,Ls the outer face sheet wa_s heated.
Tile maximum outer-fa(:e-sheet temperature shown
ill figure 24(a) at a time of maximum temperature
difference (t -- 230 see) was about 1000°F. The
shadingeffectfromthe loadreactionbeainstill oc-
curredasit did for the ascent,cycle,andthe tem-
peraturesstill decreasedneartheedgesof thepanel
despitethe fixturemodificationsto improvesurface
temperatureuniformity.Thetemperaturesoneach
surfacewereuniformto within about 300°F; the
lower temperatures occurred near the panel edge at
the reaction support. Nominal temperature differ-
ences between the outer and inner face sheets were
about 500°F at. the time of maxinmm temperature
difference and were about 300°F at the time of max-
inmm temperature (fig. 24(b)). These temperature
differences were high compared with the 200°F tem-
perature difference predicted for the vehicle of refer-
ence 7. Tile results calculated in reference 7 included
a radiant heat interchange with a warm wall on the
opposite side of the tank. Thus, the higher mea-
sured temperature differences may have been caused
by heat from the inner face sheet of the test, panel
radiating to a cooler, insulated stainless steel plate
that was located about 10 in. below the panel. The
teinperatures shown in figure 24 were typical of all
entry cycles after cycle 135.
Longitudinal strains. Measured longitudinal
strains and longitudinal strains calculated from the
finite-element analysis for ascent cycle 1 at the time
of maximum ascent temperature (t = 120 sec, which
is also the time of maxinmm face-sheet temperature
difference) are compared in figure 25. Strain distribu-
tions along a longitudinal and a transverse cross see-
tion are shown for three load conditions: mechanical
load, thermal load, and the sum of the thermal and
mechanical loads. The sketch at the top of the fig-
ure shows the grid pattern used in the finite-element
analysis. The calculated results are based on bound-
ary conditions that prevent normal (z-direction) de-
flections for all values of y at x = 18 in. and thus
do not allow transverse bowing at that reaction loca-
tion. The abrupt changes in calculated strain for the
outer face sheet at approximately x = 12 and 24 in.
are caused by a local increase of face-sheet thickness
in this region. The decrease in compressive strain in
the outer face sheet, shown in tile transverse distri-
tmtion along the line from y = 6 in. to y = 12 in. (at
x = 19 in.) is attritmted to the decrease in tempera-
ture along that line (fig. 23(a)). All test data are from
foil strain gages bonded to the panel face sheets. The
test data for the applied thermal load were obtained
by subtracting the mechanical load data taken be-
fore the beginning of the heating cycle from the data
taken for combined thermal and mechanical loads.
The maxinmrn measured strains occurred near the re-
action support and were in good agreement with the
calculated results. The poor agreement at x = 33 in.
for the outer face sheet may have t)een a result of a
less accurately known temperature distribution near
that region since most of the thermocouples were
clustered around x = 20 in. (fig. 23(a)).
The measured and calculated combined t hernml
and mechanical strains shown for cycle 1 in figure 25
are compared with data for cycle 500 in figure 26.
Although strains were not calculated for all 500 cy-
cles, a review of the temt)erature distritmtions for
the 500 cycles indicates that the calculated strains
for all ascent cycles wouht have been expected to fall
between the boundaries established t)y the data from
cycles 1 and 500. All strains were elastic, and the
maximum measured strains were 75 to 80 percent
of the strain at the proportional limit. The magni-
tudes of the caleulate<t and measured strains for cy-
cle 500 were less than those for cycle 1. The shal)es of
the transverse distributions for the outer face sheet
also differed. These differences result from the more
uniform temperature distritmtion on the outer face
sheet achieved by the previously described modifica-
tions to the test setup. Data for the outer face sheet
for cycle 500 (square symbols) are from capacitance
strain gages that gave unreliable readings. Figures 25
and 26 reveal that mea_sured strains generally agreed
with the calculated strains from the finite-element
analyses; thus the analysis model is validated and
the importance of accurately determining the tem-
perature distribution to calculate accurate strains is
illustrated.
Calculated and measured longitudinal strains for
entry cycle 500 are shown in figure 27. The temper-
ature distritmtions used to calculate the strains for
cycle 500 are shown in figure 24. The solid symbols
show strains measured during cycle 500. and the con-
nected closed and open symbols show the variation of
strain that occurred during the 500 cycles. Strains
due to mechanical load (which were calculated for
entry cycle 1 and assumed to have been the same for
all 500 cycles) were small compared with those for
the thermal load because t ank-and-fllselage pressure
and bending loads are small during entry.
The test data in figure 27 for combined thernml
and mechanical loads were obtained from capacitance
strain gages on the outer face sheet and from weld-
able strain gages on the inner face sheet.. As pre-
viously discussed, data from these high-temperature
strain gages were not considered reliable. Inconsis-
tency in the high-temperature data that were ob-
tained from the capacitance strain gages during all
500 cycles is especially noticeable in figure 27(b).
Even though some of the weldable strain gages dis-
played remarkable consistency during these 500 cy-
cles, data from those gages were unreliable because
correctionsfor apparentstrain for the individual
gageswerenotknown.
Effect of mission cycles. Smnmaries of the
maximum longitudinal strains recorded at x =
20.84 in. during the 500 ascent and entry cycles are
shown in figures 28 and 29, respectively. Tile closest
location to the reaction support where data existed
for both ascent and entry cycles was x = 20.84 in. At
this location, consistency of data between all three
types of strain gages at a relatively high strain level
could be compared.
The measured maximum strains shown in fig-
ure 28 for every fihh cycle are relatively unchanged
over the 500 ascent cycles, which indicates a rela-
tive consistency between tests. The scatter is prob-
ably due to variations in temperature distributions
from test to test. The scatter decreases as tile nun>
bcr of cycles increases because of the previously dis-
cussed modifications to the test fixture that improved
temperature control. Tile data from the capacitance
strain gage at a temperature of about 400°F (rela-
tively low radiant heating) appear to be as consistent
and reliable as the data from the bonded foil gage.
Reliability was not achieved for the capacitance
gages at the higher temperatures (about M00°F)
associated with the 500 entry cycles (fig. 29). As
discussed previously, the capacitance strain gages
produced erratic results at these temperatures, and
the thermocouples that measured the temperature of
each strain gage element often required repairs. The
large gaps in the data for capacitance gage 1003 re-
suited because testing was not stopped to repair a
single gage. In contrast, the welded strain gage nun>
ber 1004 produced consistent and uniform results (at
a temperature of about 1000°F) over 500 entry cy-
cles. However, this strain level cannot be considered
reliable since the corrections to the apparent strain
for this strain gage could be in error by hundreds of
microinches per inch.
Measured time histories of out-of-plane deflection
near the center of the panel (x = 33 in., y = 9 in.)
during both ascent and entry cycles are shown in fig-
ure 30 for cycles 1,300, and 500. Most of the deflec-
tion occurred during application of the mechanical
load rather than during application of the thermal
load. Even though the nlaxinnlnt vahle of the me-
chanical load remained constant, the cc'nter (teflec-
lion of the panel increased as the number of cycles in-
creased. This increased center deflection was caused
by a permanent bowing of tile panel that gradually
occurred during the test cycles. Panel center deflec-
tion was set equal to zero at the beginning of each test
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group. Thus_ the deflection increased with tile num-
ber of cycles because the applied mechanical load first
straightened the permanent bow in the panel before
forcing the panel against the inner reaction supports.
The permanent bowing of panel 1 is shown in fig-
ure 31, and the 0.58-in. maximum permanent deflec-
tion that remained after 5()0 ascent and entry cycles
is shown in figure 32. Coinparison of the solid sym-
bols with their corresponding open symbols ill fig-
ure 31 reveals that the pernmnent bow of the panel
did not significantly increase during the ascent cycles
from cycle 100 to cycle 200 or from cycle 300 to cy-
cle 500, but did significantly increase during the entry
portions of the tests. It appears, therefore, that the
permanent bowing occurred during the entry cycles,
and it. is suspected that the bowing was caused by
a combination of creep and metallurgical shrinkage
(ref. 17) of the Rend 41 due t.o additional aging at
high temperatures during the entry cycles. The ef-
fect that. such behavior might have on the design of
a vehicle with a honeyconfl) sandwich integral tank
and fllselage is not addressed herein.
Test to failure. Additional ascent cycles (be-
yond the initial 500) were imposed on the panel with
incrementally increasing mechanical load until a fail-
ure was achieved during cycle, 532. The panel failed
in an undesirable mode core crushing directly be-
neath an interior reaction support. The failed core
is shown in figure 33. Core crushing was not rep-
resentative of a failure mode that would occur in
the vehicle of reference 7 because, as previously men-
tioned, the test setup placed the (:ore in comt)ression
even though the load pattern for an integral tank
and fllselage with a frame welded to the inner face
sheet would locally place the core in tension. In addi-
tion, the risk of core (:rushing was increased because
the reaction loads were purposely concentrated over
a small area to minimize shading of the panel from
the quartz-lamp radiation during tile heating cycles.
Subsequent to panel 1 tests and prior to l)anel 2 tests,
the contact area at the reaction loads was increased
to reduce local core compression stresses,
Panel 2
The initial separate mechanical and thermal load
tests for panel 2 were similar to those for panel 1,
except panel 2 was subjected only to ascent tests
because the ascent cycle produced larger thermal
stresses than the entry cycle because of a larger
through-the-thickness temperature difference. The
mechanical load was incrementally increased as the
nmnber of accumulated ascent cycles increased. Af-
ter cycle 5, the mechanical load imposed on panel 2
washigherthanthat imposedonpanel1. Tile inaxi-
nmmstrainat thesupport,whichwasdeterminedby
extrapolationof strainsmeasurednearthesupport,
exceededtile strainat theproportionalimit for all
cyclesafter cycle 152 (see table III) and reached a
value about 1.3 times greater than the proportional
limit strain by cycle 228. Panel 2 was exposed to
152 high elastic cycles and 100 plastic cycles, prior
to an attempt to fail tile panel.
Typical temperature distributions. The tem-
perature distribution shown in figure 34 for cy-
cle 81 at the time of maximum ascent temperature
(t = 120 sec) is typical of the 254 ascent-temperature
distributions imposed on panel 2. This tenlperature
distribution was used to calculate tile strain shown
in subsequent figures for cycle 81. Tile temperature
distribution is similar to that shown ill figure 23(a)
for panel 1. Comparison of figures 34 and 23(a) re-
veals that. tile temperature distribution oil panel 2
was more unifornl, especially in the transverse direc-
t.ion. The warmer areas of the inner face sheet of
t)anel 2 coinci(ted with the part of the panel that was
deflected upward (positive z-direction) under com-
t)ined load near x - 9 and x = 30 in. This temper-
ature distribution suggests that the panel may have
been insulated from the LN2 by trapped nitrogen gas
ill these areas.
Longitudinal strains. Strains from finite-
element analyses of panel 2, calculated with the ap-
plied thermal and mechanical load conditions from
cycle 81, are shown ill figure 35. Tile maximum cal-
culated compressive longitudinal strain under com-
bined load, shown at x = 18 in. by the solid line, was
93 percent of tile proportional limit at 400°F. These
results were obtained with the previously described
boundary conditions at x = 18 in. that simulated
a frame constraining tile panel to be straight in the
transverse direction. Because tile test fixture did not
constrain the panel to be straight, the panel was also
analyzed with boundary conditions at x = 18 ill. that
allowed the panel to bow ill tile transverse (y) di-
rection. Comparison of tile results from these two
calculations showed that an increase in maximum
longitudinal compressive strain on the outer surface
of only about 6 percent would have resulted if the
panel were constrained by a frame to be straight in
the transverse direction. Consequently, when cal-
culated longitudinal strains are compared with test
data, it makes little difference whether the theoretical
boundary conditions selected at the reaction support
constrained or allowed transverse bowing, since the
boundary conditions at. the reaction support, during
the tests fell between tile two extreInes.
Because the actual boundary conditions were
probably closer to those that allowed transverse bow-
ing, measured longitudinal strains for panel 2 are
compared with strains that. were calculated with
boundary conditions that allowed transverse bowing
(fig. 36). All measured data are from foil strain gages.
Reasonably good agreement exists between test data
and calculated strains, flirt.her verifying the validity
of the finite-element analysis. All test data ill fig-
ure 36 arc from gages along y = 8.6 ill., except for
one measurement that is fronl a rosette strain gage
located at the end of tile 0.042-in-wide intermedi-
ate slot at y = 2.6 in. Even though tile longitudinal
strain at the end of tile internmdiate slot. (x = 15 in.)
must have been zero, the measured value was only
slightly less than that. measured at a similar location
where no interme<tiate slot existed. The width of the
strain gage (0.125 ill.) and the distance of the gage
from tile end of the slot (0.080 in.) are believed to
have been too large to provide an accurate measure
of tile end effect.
Except for the data shown in figure 37, all calcu-
lated and measured results are in units of strain. The
stresses shown ill figure 37 correspond to the strain
data in figure 36. Tile stresses calculated from the
finite-element analysis account for biaxial effects in
tile face sheets. However, the stresses (fig. 37) based
oil the measured strains were deternfined by multi-
plying the measured uniaxial strains t>y the material
modulus of elasticity E an<t therefore do not. include
biaxial effects. Since these effects were large ill the
region around the reaction support, there is reason
to expect poor agreement in the region of x = 18 ill.
Hence, the good agreement ill this region is consid-
ered serendipitous. Comparison of figures 36 and 37
shows the high level of stresses that are associated
with the elastic strains to which the panel was cycli-
cally exposed.
Transverse strains. The transverse strains ill
the panel (fig. 38) are low compared with the longi-
tudinal strains. As would be expected, constraining
the panel from transverse bowing along the reaction
support (x = 18 in.) locally introduced a compres-
sion component to the transverse strain of the outer
face sheet (i.e., the difference between the solid and
dashed lines). However, tile outer face sheet was
in tension rather than in compression, because the
transverse strains were dominated not by the bound-
ary condition at the reaction support, but by (1) the
Poisson effect from the large longitudinal compres-
sive strains (see fig. 36) and by (2) the longitudinal
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temperaturedistribution(seefig.34),bothof which
inducedtransversetensionin theouterfacesheet.
Even though the longitudinaldistribution of
transversestrainsappearsreasonable,thetransverse
distributionat :r = 18 in. (fig. 38) indicatesthat
moredementsin tile transversedirectionareneeded
if weareto calculatetile zerostressesthat mustoc-
cur on the free edges at y = 5.6 and y = 11.6 in.
on the outer surface and at y = 11.6 in. on the in-
ner surface. Since the finite-element model is inad-
equate for good definition of all transverse strains,
the longitudinal distribution of transverse strains at
!! = 8.6 in. must be considered suspect. Neverthe-
less, agreement between the measured strains and
the strains calculated at y = 8.6 in. is not unrea-
sonable. For example, tile test. data near the reac-
tion support (z = 18 in.) would be expected to be
between tile solid and dashed curves since the re-
action forces tended to straighten the panel in the
transverse direction, thereby producing a restraint
that was between the condition that constrained the
panel to be straight and the condition that allowed
transverse bowing. Additionally, the data point for
tile outer face sheet is closer to the prediction for a
constrained boundary than is tile data point for tile
inner face sheet. This result appears reasonable since
the outer face sheet is in direct contact with tile re-
action force while the inner face sheet is separated
from tilt? reaction force by the (:ore.
Effect of plastic cycles. As additional as-
cent test. cycles were imposed Oil panel 2, tile level
of mechanical load was incrementally increased to
increase the level of strain. Selected results from
these tests, including tile results for cycle 81 from
figure 36, are shown ill figure 39. Elastic strains cal-
culated from the finite-element analysis should be
compared only with the data for cycle 81. Calcu-
lated results not shown on the figure indicate that
the longitudinal strain on the outer face sheet at tile
reaction centerline (_: = 18 in.) exceeded the propor-
tional limit beginning with cycle 153. (See table III.)
Thus, the panel was exposed to 100 cycles (cycles 153
through 252) during which strain exceeded the pro-
portional limit. As the applied mechanical load was
incrementally increased, the area experiencing pla.s-
tic strain widened until, by cycles 228 through 252,
the plastic area extended beyond ,r = 19 in. (See
table Ill and tig. 39.)
A sunlnlary of strain data obtained during the
254 ascent cycles imposed on panel 2 is shown in
figure 40. The data have less scatter than that shown
for panel 1 in figure 28 because of the improved test
setup, which consistently produced a more uniform
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temperature distribution. Initial data are not. shown
in the figure because of moisture-induced resistance-
to-ground I)roblems, which were not identified and
corrected until after cycle 80. Tile problems, which
occurred when accumulated frost on the wires was
warmed by the lamps and moisture formed, were
corrected by, applying a waterproof coating to the
wires.
A slight increase in the magnitudes of strain is
noticeable in figure 40(a) for a: = 21 in., which
is approximately 3 in. from the reaction support.
This slight increase in elastic strain is attributed
to the incremental increases in mechmfical load. A
larger increase in strain is shown in figure 40(b)
for a location only 1 in. from the reaction support
(z = 19 in.). Abrupt changes in strain can be iden-
tified at the cycles where mechanical load was in-
creased. The strains at z = 19 in. increased beyond
the proportional limit beginning with cycle 203.
Another effect of increasing the mechanical load
was the development of compressive plastic strain
in the outer face sheet of panel 2, which caused
a permanent bowing in the same direction that,
panel 1 bowed. However, the creep- and aging-
induced change in panel 1 caused by repeated en-
try cycles was considerably less than the mechanical-
loading-induced plastic strain in panel 2. The cause
for the small amount of bowing, shown to be about
0.050 in. in figure 41 for panel 2 during the first
100 elastic ascent cycles, is not known. (A small plas-
tic strain at the reaction support at z = 18 in. may
have occurred during the first 100 cycles because the
calculated maximum compressive strain at that loca-
tion was close to tile proportional limit during these
cycles (see fig. 35), and tile proportional limit and
temperature distribution were not exactly known.)
The deflection, the shape of which becomes increas-
ingly apparent in figure 41 after test cycle 100, was
concentrated where the plastic strain oceurred. By
the end of the tests, tile panel shape approached that
of three connected straight, segments, as opposed to
the shape of panel 1, which exhibited a smoother
curvature (fig. 31).
Test to failure. After 252 cycles, the mechan-
ical load was increased t.o the load limit of the ac-
tuator in an attempt to fail the panel. The panel
continued to support load during this ascent cycle
even though core buckling (see fig. 42) and substan-
tial permanent deflection (see fig. 41) occurred. The
panel was subjected to a second cycle, and it contin-
ued to support load. For these two cycles, the coin-
pression strain measured at a location 1.0 in. from the
reaction centerline was about 2.3 times the propor-
tional linfit strain, 1.4 tinms the yield strain (fig. 39),
and 0.88 tinms the ultimate strain. The ability of
the panel to continue to support tile al)plic(t loads
during the occurrence of the large plastic strain in-
dicates that substantial plastic strain can occur in
the face sheet of the honeycomb sandwich before ul-
tiInate Nilure. A thorough understanding of the be-
havior of the panel requires a nonlinear viscoplastic
analysis.
Concluding Remarks
Two 12- by 72-in. Rend 41 honeycomb-core sand-
wich panels were exposed to cyclic combined thernml
and mechanical strains representative of high elas-
tic: strains that could occur in an integral cryogenic
tank-aIM-fllsclage hot structure of a fllture space
transi)ortation vehicle. Tile test panels did not have
frames attached to them to flflly represent an inte-
gral tank structure. However, a comparison of strains
calculated for free and constrained boundary condi-
tions indicated that all increase in maxinmm strain
of only 6 percent wouht have resulted if a fralne had
constrained the panels to be straight in the transverse
direction. The first panel was exposed to 500 ascent
cycles (outer and timer ntaxinmm face-sheet temper-
atures of about 400 °F and - 320 ° F, respectively) and
500 entry cych_s (outer and inner maxinmm face-
sheet temperatures of about 1400°F and ll00°F, re-
spectively). Strains were kept in the elastic range.
The structural perfornlance of the second panel was
ewduated during 254 ascent cycles at elastic strain
levels and at strains greater than the proportional
limit of the material.
Results from tests of the first panel indicated that
an ascent-aiM-entry-cycle life of 500 is attainable
when the panel is exposed to high elastic combined
thermal and mechanical strains (75 to 80 percent of
proportional lilnit strain). Longitudinal strains in
the elastic range, measured during tests sinmlating
ascent thernml-mechanicat loading conditions (tem-
peratures less than 600°F), were in good agreement
with calculated strains. The strains were calculated
with a finite-element analysis method that used mea-
sured test temperatures (which were not uniform on
the panel surfaces) and measured applied mechani-
cal loads as input data. The g(l(id agreement vali-
dated the accuracy of the strain data and tile anal-
>,sis. However, there' was t)oor agrecnmnt between
measured and eah:ulal, ed strains for tests simulating
e.ntry thermal-nmchanieal loading conditions during
which tw(I types of high t emt)erature (al/ove 600°F)
strain gages we, re usetl. The use of a single apparent-
strain correction for tile high-temperature, weldalile
strain gages produced mMependable data. It was
conchlded that separate apparent-strain corrections
are required for each of these gages. In a(htition,
the direct ext)osure of high, varying heat flux on
the capacitance-type strain gages t)ro(tuced unreli-
able data because large tt,mperature differences l)e-
tween the strain gage eh'ments and the panel caused
strain corrections to be require(t that were large rel-
ative to the level ()f strain t)eing measured.
Signifit:ant pernmnent bowing (0.58-in. over the
72-in. length) (ic(:urred on the first panel. This defle('-
tion may have resulted from cree t) and metallurgical
shrinkage of the hotter face sht,et due to additional
aging at tile high entry-cycle temperatures. The ef-
fect that such a deflection couht have on the struc-
tural performance of an integral tank-and-fuselage
hot strllctllre was n(lt evahlate(t.
The first, t)anel unext)ectedly failed from core
crushing due to a highly concentrated test-fixture
load at the panel support location. The second
I)anel was exposed to a combined thermal-structural
test to the maximum load that could be applied.
The panel supported the at)plie(t h)ad even though
the maxinmm compressive strain was greater than
at)out 2.3 times the tcnsih' proportional limit strain,
1.4 t.imes the tensile ykqd strain, and 0.88 times the
tensile ultimate strain. Tile continued support of
the apt)lied loads (htring the oecilI'reneo of the large
t)lastie strain indicated that substantial plastic strain
can (/ecur in the face sheet of the honeycoml) san(l-
with before ultimate faihn'e. A re(ire thorough un-
derstanding of the panel behavior when it is expose(l
to high combine(t thermal and mechanical strains re-
quires a nonlinear viscoi)lastic analysis.
NASA Imngley Research (tenter
]lamt)lon, VA 23665-5225
March 3, 1992
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Table I. Location of Instrumentation on Panel 1
[See figs. 4, 5, and 6]
(a) Outer face sheet
Numt)er Type x, in. Type x, in. y, in.
aTC 501
SG 101
SG 1001
TC 201
TC 219
SG 115
bSG 113
TC 217
SG 111
SG ll7
SG 1()03
TC 221
TC 229
TC 227
SG 119
SG 1005
TC 225
TC 223
_TC 502
TC 237
Foil
Capacitance
Foil
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.12
19.11
19.11
y, in. Number
7.00 TC 235
8.75 SG 121
9.00 SG 1007
9.00 TC 233
6.69 aTC 503
7.00 TC 243
Foil
Capacitance
Foil
Foil
Foil
Capacitance
Foil
Capacitance
19.11
18.75
19.11
20.84
20.84
20.87
22.95
23.00
22.95
25.64
33.17
8.53
8.81
9.00
8.77
9.00
9.03
1.27
7.00
8.77
9.00
9.04
10.78
7.00
3.00
aTC 504
TC 247
DEF 301
DEF 302
DEF 303
DEF 304
DEF 305
DEF 306
DEF 307
DEF 308
TC 801
TC 821
TC 825
TC 833
Deflectometer
Deflectonmter
Deflectonmter
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
Deflectomcter
Differential
Differential
Differential
Differential
33.17
33.17
33.17
33.29
40.70
43.39
60.20
60.20
-0.69
6.12
18.88
33.12
43.39
47.53
60.20
66.95
6.08
20.92
23.03
33.25
aControl thermocouple.
bTransverse strain gage.
7.00
8.77
9.00
9.03
7.00
8.98
7.00
9.00
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TableI. Concluded
(b) hmerfacesheet
Nulnber Type :r, ill. y, ill. Nmnber Tyt)e a:, ill. y, in.
SG 102 Foil Foil
TC 202
TC 204
TC 206
SG 104
TC 208
SG 1002
SG 106
TC 210
SG 108
TC 212
SG 110
T(? 214
TC 216
SG 112
SG 11,1
SG 116
TC 220
TC 218
TC 222
SG 1004
Foil
Weldable
Foil
Foil
Foil
Foil
Foil
Foil
Weldable
6.00
18.11
18.28
18.11
19.11
1!).51
20.84
20.84
8.50
8.18
7.00
1.25
9.50
9.20
8.80
8.50
8.11
7.00
6.65
4.50
4.16
9.33
9.00
8.50
7.00
6.65
8.50
9.3;I
9.00
SG 118
TC 224
TC 226
SG 1006
SG 120
TC 228
TC 230
TC 232
TC 234
SG 1008
SG 122
TC 236
TC 238
TC 24O
TC 242
TC 244
TC 246
TC 248
TC 250
TC 252
Weldable
Foil
\Veldal)le
Foil
20.84
22.95
25.64
33.17
40.70
43.39
43.39
43.39
60.20
60.20
60.20
8.50
10.75
9.35
9.00
8.50
6.97
1.31
7.00
9.40
9.00
8.53
7.00
3.00
7.00
10.75
6.97
1.25
9.00
7.07
1.19
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TableII. Locationof Instrumentationoil Panel2
[Seefigs.6,9, and10]
(a) Outerfacesheet
Number Type z, in. y, ill. Number Type x, in. g, in.
FoilSG 101
TC 201
"TC 501
bSG 150
TC 150
bSG 151
TC 151
TC 219
SG 115
cSG 113
TC 217
SG 111
SG 117
TC 221
TC 229
TC 227
SG 119
TC 225
Foil
Foil
Foil
Foil
7.00
7.00
9.00
15.00
I
1
19.11
19.11
19.11
18.75
8.35
8.60
6.60
2.60
2.85
8.60
8.35
6.69
6.60
8.10
8.40
TC 223
"TC 502
TC 237
TC 235
SG 121
TC 233
"TC 543
TC 243
aTC 504
TC 247
DEF 301
Foil
22.95
25.64
33.17
Foil
Foil
Foil
19.11
2(I.84
20.87
22.95
22.95
22.95
23.00
8.60
8.35
8.60
1.25
6.60
8.35
8.60
DEF 302
DEF 303
DEF 304
DEF 305
DEF 306
DEF 307
DEF 308
Deflectometer
40.70
43.39
60.20
60.20
Deflect ometer
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
Deflectometer
-0.69
6.12
18.88
33.12
43.39
47.53
60.20
66.95
10.35
6.60
2.60
6.60
8.35
8.60
6.60
8.60
6.60
8.60
a Control thermocouple.
bRosette strain gage.
CTransverse strain gage.
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TableII. Concluded
(b) hmerfacesheet
Number Type
FoilSG102
TC 202
TG
TC
SG
TC
SG
SG
TC
SG
TC
SG
TC
SG
SG
TC
TC
SG
_'SG
SG
TC
TC
204
206
104 Foil
208
1002 \_kqdable
106 Foil
210
108 Foil
212
110 Foil
214
130 Foil
132 Foil
214B
216
112 Foil
114 Foil
116 Foil
220
218
x, in. y, ill. Number Type x, in. y, in.
7.00
18.11
18.28
18.11
19.11
19.51
8.60
8.35
6.60
1.25
9.10
8.80
TC 222
SG 1004
SG 118
TC 224
TC 226
SG 1006
Weldable
Foil
Weldable
20.84
20.84
20.84
22.95
8.60 SG
8.10 TC
7.70 TC
6.60 TC
6.35 TC
4.10 SG
3.35 SG
4.60 TC
3.60 TC
4.85 TC
8.85 TC
8.60 TC
8.10 TC
6.60 TC
6.35 TC
8.10 TC
120
228
230
232
234
1008
122
236
238
240
242
244
246
248
25O
252
Foil
Weldable
Foil
25.64
33.17
40.70
43.39
43.39
43.39
60.20
60.20
60.20
8.85
8.60
8.10
10.35
8.35
8.60
8.10
6.60
1.25
6.60
8.85
8.60
8.10
6.60
2.60
6.60
10.35
6.60
1.25
8.60
6.60
1.25
aTransverse strain gage.
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TableIII. TestSequence
Appliedmechanicalloadat eachload
point,lbf, for
Test,group Combined-loadcycle Ascenta Entry
Panel 1
1
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Mechanical only
Thermal only
1
2 50
51 100
101 200
201 300
301 500
501 531
532
980
0
980
980
980
980
980
980
2060
b,c3300
206
0
206
206
206
206
206
206
Panel 2
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Mechanicalonly
Thermal only
15
6 82
83 152
153 177
178 202
203 227
228 252
253
254
980 and 1575
0
980
1575
2025
52475
52700
b2925
53267
d4945
d5003
_Ascent cycles occurred before entry cycles in each test group.
bExceedcd proportional limit at support.
_'Failed by core crushing.
dExceeded yield at support.
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TableIV. MaterialandGeometricPropertiesfor Finite-ElementAnalysis
(a) Materialpropertiesof Rend 41
[From ref. 13]
_, in/in-°F
T, °F E, lbf/in 2 G, lbf/in 2 (from 70°F)
-32O
350
500
900
1090
1350
31.6 × 106
30.2
29.3
27.1
25.9
23.4
12.2 x 106
11.5
11.2
10.4
10.0
9.5
5.7 × 10 .6
6.7
6.9
7.5
7.8
8.2
(b) Geometric properties
-Element stiffnesses are based on these dimensions. However, the extensional stiffnesses in the l
x-9 plane for core elements were arbitrarily reduced by a factor of IO00 to simulate the small
stiffness of the honeycomb core.
t,f (except at pads), in .................................. 0.020
tcf (at pads), in ..................................... 0.(/25
a_rc, ill:
P_ = 1.50 m ..................................... 0.012
P, = 1.25 in ..................................... 0.010
P,. = 0.75 in ..................................... 0.006
P,. = 0.50 in ..................................... 0.004
_'t,.c = (t,,/P_.)P,,, where t_. = 0.0015 in.; Pc = 0.1875 in., and P_, is determined from figure 19.
2O
TableV. MeasuredTemperaturesfor Finitc-Elenmn|,Analyses
[Seefig. 19]
(a) Outerfacesheet
N()(h?
1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
2!)
31
:3:3
:35
37
:/9
41
,13
,'15
47
49
51
53
55
57
59
61
(i3
65
67
69
71
73
Ascent cycle 1
at t- 120see
400
,i00
480
460
360
430
4,10
480
450
360
430
440
480
440
36(}
,120
420
460
420
340
420
420
440
410
320
400
400
42(/
;/80
300
380
380
400
340
260
360
360
T(?Illt)(?rttt llr(_ , °F, on panel I for
Entry cycle 500
at, t = 1490 sec
Ascent cycle 500
at t = 120sec
375
350
360
375
350
390
365
340
:145
350
400
380
345
3:3(I
345
415
380
365
360
32O
42O
385
365
350
305
425
;385
355
340
300
425
380
340
330
300
385
360
Entry cycle 500
at t =230scc
1010
980
930
820
740
1040
990
920
850
760
1050
1000
960
870
770
1060
1010
940
870
780
1070
1010
950
860
780
1070
1010
940
860
780
1060
990
910
840
760
1050
980
1360
1350
1335
1290
1200
1380
1350
13,10
1300
1200
1400
1390
1360
1310
1220
1420
1400
1380
1320
1210
142(1
1400
1380
1310
1200
1400
1390
1360
12300
1200
1380
1375
1340
1295
1180
1370
1350
Tomp(,ratm'c, °F,
Oll t)allol 2 for
a s(;cnl cycle 81
at t- 120see
42O
,140
470
465
430
420
440
470
450
415
415
440
450
4,10
,100
4O0
420
430
430
380
380
380
400
100
350
360
360
370
375
330
330
320
325
340
300
295
285
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TableV. Continued
(a) Continued
Node
75
77
79
81
83
85
87
89
91
93
95
97
99
101
103
105
107
109
111
113
115
117
119
121
123
125
127
129
131
133
135
137
139
141
143
145
147
149
151
Temperature,°F, onpanel1for-
Ascentcycle1
at t = 120see
360
300
220
300
300
320
240
150
240
250
240
160
80
260
260
23O
2OO
140
29O
320
290
240
200
320
35O
320
280
230
330
360
330
360
240
340
360
340
310
260
360
Ascent cycle 500
at t= 120see
310
305
270
305
255
210
275
250
235
205
175
225
210
220
190
150
210
190
225
185
150
210
185
220
190
150
210
190
235
205
175
225
210
320
270
210
270
235
380
Entry cycle 500
at t =230sec
900
830
730
1020
950
860
760
650
980
870
770
660
550
930
850
740
620
500
930
830
730
610
490
930
850
740
620
5O0
98O
87O
770
660
55O
1020
95O
860
760
65O
1050
Entry cycle 500
at t = 1490 sec
1320
1270
1150
1320
1350
1300
1240
1120
1290
1300
1260
1200
1060
1265
1270
1210
1160
1050
1240
1260
1220
1160
1070
1270
1280
1240
1170
1080
1300
1300
1260
1190
1120
1350
1340
1290
1240
1150
1400
Temperature, °F,
on panel 2 for
ascent cycle 81
at t = 120see
280
300
280
260
250
245
260
240
225
215
215
220
{
!
i
210
210
210
205
210
200
210
200
210
210
200
220
200
230
230
225
220
20,5
280
27O
250
26O
245
325
22
TableV. Continued
(a) Continued
Node
153
155
157
159
161
163
165
167
169
171
173
175
177
179
181
183
185
187
189
191
193
195
197
199
201
2O3
2O5
2O7
2O9
211
213
215
217
219
221
223
225
227
Temperature, °F, on panel 1 for--
Ascent cycle 1
at t = 120sec
380
360
340
280
380
380
380
360
300
380
400
400
360
300
380
44O
40O
360
30O
4O0
400
4O0
360
260
380
390
380
330
220
340
340
330
280
180
3OO
3OO
260
220
Ascent cycle 500
at t= 120sec
Entry cycle 500
at t=230sec
335
275
300
265
400
370
320
325
290
410
380
340
335
305
410
38O
350
345
315
410
385
350
35O
320
410
385
355
350
325
4O5
385
355
35O
335
410
395
360
355
900
900
830
730
1060
990
910
840
760
1070
1010
940
860
78O
1070
1010
950
860
780
1070
1010
95O
860
780
1060
1010
95O
860
780
1050
1010
940
86O
780
1030
990
930
84O
Entry cycle 500
at t = 1490 sec
1360
1320
1260
1160
1400
1390
1340
1280
1170
1400
1400
1370
1280
1190
1410
1410
1360
1290
1180
1390
1400
1360
1280
1160
1380
1380
1340
1260
1140
1350
1340
1300
1220
1100
1300
1300
1250
1170
Temperature, °F,
oll panel 2 for
ascent cycle 81
at t= 120see
300
390
300
370
355
340
320
335
300
370
360
345
355
320
39O
370
360
360
32O
390
380
365
360
365
390
370
355
345
3OO
370
35O
335
330
28O
340
330
315
310
23
TableV. Continued
(a) Concluded
Node
229
231
233
235
237
239
241
243
245
247
249
Tcmp(_raturc,°F onpanel1for
Ascentcycle1
at t = 120see
120
220
220
200
160
80
120
140
90
90
8O
Ascent cycle 500
at t = 120see
340
,105
390
360
34O
335
405
390
360
355
350
Entry cycle 500
at t=230sec
770
1000
970
920
830
760
970
940
890
820
730
Entry cycle 500
at t = 1490 set:
1040
1240
1240
1200
1110
980
1180
1140
107(1
1040
920
Temperature, °F,
on pancl 2 for
ascent cycle 81
at t = 120scc
360
315
30O
280
280
230
:300
280
270
250
200
24
TableV. Continued
(b) Innerfacesheet
Node
2
4
6
8
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32
34
36
38
40
42
44
46
48
50
52
54
56
58
60
62
64
66
68
70
72
74
76
78
8O
Temperature,°F, oll panel1for
Ascentcycle1
at t= 120see
-270
-270
-300
-310
-320
-285
-285
-285
-310
-320
-300
-300
-290
-310
-320
-305
-305
-290
-310
-320
-310
-310
-290
-320
-320
-315
-310
-285
-315
-320
-315
-310
-280
-31{)
-320
-310
-310
-280
-310
-320
Ascent cycle 500
at t= 120sec
-285
-275
-240
-240
-240
-275
-250
-230
-240
-240
-265
-250
-230
-240
-250
-270
-255
-235
-240
-255
-275
-270
-245
-260
-270
-290
-290
-280
-280
-280
-300
-295
-280
-285
-300
-315
-300
-300
-310
-320
Entry cycle 500
at t=230sec
Entry cycle 500
at t = 1490 sec
590
560
520
450
390
590
570
520
460
420
600
590
540
480
43O
610
590
54O
480
43O
590
580
530
490
43O
590
570
53O
470
430
580
570
510
470
430
56O
540
500
450
420
1040
1020
1000
990
950
1040
1035
1010
1000
935
1040
1040
1[)40
1020
940
1050
1040
1(140
1020
940
1040
1040
1035
1020
940
1050
1050
1040
1000
920
1040
1040
1040
1000
920
1050
1040
1040
98O
910
Tenlperature, °F,
on panel 2 for
a_scent cycle 81
at, t = 120 sec
-285
-275
-240
-240
-240
-275
-250
-230
-240
-240
-265
-250
- 230
-240
-250
-270
-255
-235
-240
-255
-275
-270
-245
-260
-270
-290
-290
-280
-280
-280
-300
-295
-280
-285
-300
-315
-300
-300
-310
-320
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TableV. Continued
(b) Continued
Node
82
84
86
88
90
92
94
96
98
100
102
104
106
108
110
112
114
116
118
120
122
124
126
128
130
132
134
136
138
140
142
144
146
148
150
152
154
156
Ascent cycle 1
at t = 120sec
Temperature, °F,
-305
-305
-295
-320
-320
-305
-300
-295
-320
-320
-310
-305
-300
-320
-320
-320
-310
-300
-320
-300
-320
-320
-320
-310
-305
-320
-320
-320
-310
-295
-320
-320
-320
310
-300
Ascent, cycle 500
at, t = 120 sec
on panel 1 for
-320
-310
-310
-320
-315
-315
-310
-310
-310
-300
-300
-270
Entry cycle 500
at t=230sec
540
520
480
430
380
510
490
470
390
350
490
480
450
370
310
480
47O
44O
370
300
490
48O
45O
370
310
510
49O
47O
39O
35O
54O
520
48O
43O
380
56O
540
5OO
Entry cycle 500
at t = 1490 sec
1050
1030
1020
970
950
1040
1010
980
940
860
1020
1000
98O
950
84O
1000
980
960
910
840
990
980
96O
910
840
1010
1000
990
940
860
1040
1030
1030
96O
880
1060
1050
1030
WelIlperature, °F,
on panel 2 for
ascent cycle 81
at t = 120see
-320
-310
-310
-320
-315
-315
-310
-310
-310
-300
-300
-290
26
TableV. Continued
(b) Continued
Node
158
160
162
164
166
168
170
172
174
176
178
180
182
184
186
188
190
192
194
196
198
2O0
202
204
206
208
210
212
214
216
218
22O
222
224
226
228
Temperature,°F,onpanel1for
Temperature,°F,
onpanel2 for
Ascentcycle1 Ascentcycle500 Entry cycle500 Entrycycle500 ascentcycle81
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Node
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Ascent cycle 500
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ascent cycle 81
at t= 120 see
-320
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Tank-and-fuselage cross section Tank-and-fuselage wall configuration
Figure 1. Int, egral tank-and-fuselage hot-structure concept, (from rcfrrences 6 and 7).
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Figure 2. Test concept for 12- by 72-in. honeycomb panel representing section of integral tank-and-fuselage
hot structure.
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Figure 3. Ren_ 41 honeycomb sandwich test panels. Dimensions are in inches.
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(b) Inner face sheet (viewed through outer face sheet).
Figure 4. Strain gage locations for panel 1. Dimensions are in inches and are approximate. See table I for
accurate coordinates.
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(b) Inner face sheet (viewed through outer face sheet).
Figure 5. Thermocouple locations for panel 1. Dimensions are in inches and are approximate. See table I for
accurate coordinates.
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Figure 6. Deflection mea.surement locations for panels 1 and 2. Dimensions are in inches and are approximate.
See tables I and II for accurate, coordinates.
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Figure 7. Typical instrumentation.
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Figure 7. Concluded.
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Figure 8. Instrumentation located near reaction support at x = 18.11 in.
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(b) Inner face sheet (viewed through outer face sheet).
Figure 9, Strain gage locations for panel 2. Dimensions are in inches and are approximate. See table II for
accurate coordinates.
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(b) Inner face sheet (viewed through outer face sheet).
Figure 10. Thermocouple locations for panel 2. Dimensions are in inches and are approximate. See table II
for accurate coordinates,
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Figure 11. Sclmmatic of combined thermal and inechanical loads test apparatus. Dimensions are in inches.
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Figure 12. Combined-load test apparatus and panel.
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Figure 13. Inner- and outer-face-sheet temperature histories for use in test cycles.
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Figure 14. Test setup with mechanical load system removed to show quartz heaters.
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Figure 15. Test panel prior to Immersion in liquid nitrogen.
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(a) Mechanically applied load. (b) Thermally applied load.
Figure 16. Typical load, shear, bending moment slope, and deflection diagrams for ascent cycle of panel 2.
Face-sheet thickness 0.020 in.
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Figure 17. Typical application sequence of combined loads.
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Figure 18. Apparent strain used for correcting measured strain data.
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Figure 19. Finite-element, model. Dimensions are in inches.
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(a) Ascent cycle 81 of panel 2.
Figure 20. Typical measured temperatures and strains.
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(b) Entry cycle 196 of panel 1.
Figure 20. Concluded.
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Figure 21. Typical deflections of panel 2.
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Figure 22. Apparent strain for foil and weldable strain gages attached to titanium (from rcf. 14).
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Figure 23. Typical face-sheet temperature distributions at time of maximum ascent temperature (t = 120 sec)
for panel 1.
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Figure 23. Concluded.
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Figure 24. Face-sheet temperature distributions for entry cycle 500 of panel 1. Typical for entry cycles 135
through 500.
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Figure 25. Calculated and measured (with foil gages) longitudinal strains at time of maximum ascent
temperature (t = 120 sec) for ascent cycle 1 of panel 1.
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Figure 26. Calculated and mca.surcd longitudinal strains for combined thermal and mechanical loads at time
of maximum ascent temperature (t = 120 sec) for ascent cycles 1 and 500 of panel 1.
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Figure 27. Calculated and mca.sured longitudinal strains for entry cycle 500 of panel 1.
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Figurc 27. Concluded.
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Figure 28. Measured longitudinal strain at x = 20.84 in. at time of maximum temperature for ascent cycles of
panel 1.
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Figure 29. Measured longitudinal strain at approximately x = 21 in. at time of maxiinum temperature for
entry cycles of panel 1.
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Figure 31. Permanent panel out-of-plane deflection after heating and loading cycles. Panel 1 at room
temperature with no mechanical load. 9 = 9 in.
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Figure 32. Permanent out-of-plane deflection of panel 1 after 500 ascent and entry cycles.
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Figure 34. Face-sheet temperature distribution at time of maximum ascent temperature (t = 120 sec) for
cycle 81 of panel 2.
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Figure 35. Calculated longitudinal strain distribution at time of maxitrmm temperature (t = 120 sec) with two
diffcrent constraints at _: = 18 in. for ascent cycle 81 of panel 2.
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Figure 36. Calculated arid measured (with foil gages) longitudinal strains at time of nlaxiniuni tenlperature
(t = 120 sec) for ascent cycle 81 of panel 2.
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Figure 37. Calculated and measured (with foil gages) longitudinal stresses at time of maximum temperature
(t = 120 sec) for ascent cycle 81 of panel 2.
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Figure 40. Longitudinal strain near reaction point at time of maximum temperature (t = 120 sec) for ascent
cycles of panel 2.
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Figure 41. Permanent panel out-of-plane deflection after ascent tests for panel 2 at room temperature with no
mechanical load.
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Figure 42. Core buckling at z = 36 in. for cycle 254 of panel 2.
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